Getting to MEDES...
MEDES is based in Toulouse, in the Rangueil district.
Its premises are split between two sites:
*

The Space Clinic (at the CHU Rangueil University hospital), where the various
experiments take place.
*
The premises in La Pélude, where the various health application projects are
developed.

Getting to the Space Clinic
To get to the hospital in Rangueil, you can take Métro line B to "Ramonville", and get off
at the “Université Paul Sabatier” station. Bus no. 88 then takes you from the station to the
hospitals in Rangueil and Larrey.
Once you are on the hospital site, the premises of the Space Clinic are next to Unit H2.
Consult the map of the CHU to find the exact location of MEDES.
Other bus lines also go to the site of the Rangueil Hospital:
*
*

Line no. 2 stops at the “Université Paul Sabatier”.
Line no. 115 stops between the entrance to the Rangueil Hospital (Pech-David side)
and the SNCF Saint Agne station.

You can consult the

timetables of the Métro and buses on the Tisséo website.

If you come via the Toulouse ring-road, follow the directions for Montpellier and take:
*
*

exit 23-a " Rangueil Pech-David" if you arrive from the east (inner ring-road),
or exit 23 "Hôpital" if you arrive from the west (outer ring-road).

Then take the Route de Narbonne. When you reach the “Faculté de Médecine”, turn right
on theAvenue du Pr J. Ducuing and at the next lights, bear right down the Avenue du Pr J.
Poulhes. You arrive at the main entrance of the hospital.
The premises of the Space Clinic are next to Unit H2. Consult
the exact location of MEDES.

Getting to MEDES-Pélude

the map of the CHU to find

By metro: take Line B to “Ramonville” and get off at the “Faculté de Pharmacie” stop.
On the pavement opposite the Métro station, take the pedestrian street and follow it to the
end. You will arrive at the “Chemin de la Pélude”. The entrance to the premises is on the right
at the end of the street, on the left-hand pavement.
By bus: Take Bus no. 2 to the “Université Paul Sabatier” and get off at the “IUT Ponsan”.
Go back the way you came and go over the pedestrian crossing opposite the petrol station.
The “Chemin de la Pélude” is a street perpendicular to the “Route de Narbonne” (virtually
opposite the petrol station)
You can consult the

timetables of the Métro and buses on the Tisséo website.

If you come via the Toulouse ring-road, follow the directions for Montpellier and take:
*
*

exit 23-a " Rangueil Pech-David" if you arrive from the east (inner ring-road),
or exit 23 "Hôpital" if you arrive from the west (outer ring-road).

Then take the Route de Narbonne.
The “Chemin de la Pélude” is a street perpendicular to the “Route de Narbonne” on the left.

